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EXTREMADURAALENTEJO’18, , is an European Project, which has been initially
developed on 2017 as a pilot experience, with a public
employment entities partnership, from both sides of border, that
has evolved on 2018, entering the organizations that represents
the employers entities from Extremadura and Alentejo as well
as Fempex (the Federation of Municipalities and Provinces from
Extremadura) who has been added to this consortium, offering
this way more consistency to reach the goals of this project.

This mentioned proposal, is leaded by SEXPE (the employment
public service of Extremadura), in collaboration with IEFP ( the
Public Service of employment from Portugal) which in a wide
frame of cooperation includes the Business Unions from both
sides of the frontier (NERE and NERPOR from the Portuguese
Alentejo and Cresem Foundation from the spanish
Extremadura), with aim of broadening the objectives and
services of this consortium.
The goals of this project are to ease the cross border labour
mobility, between Alentejo and Extremadura employers and
employees. In this sense this bid develops the activities and
provide the services aiming to disseminate and ease the labour
movement of workers, whether they are employed or selfemployed people, in order to do so in the cross-border work
frame. Likewise, the execution plan aims to help the employer
groups and the group of free job seekers, on both sides of the
border, in such a way that they will be able to raise their work
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activities on the other side of the line, without finding too many
barriers, to be able to do it.
From the EURES consortium point of view, we believe that
workers and employers, could obtain interesting competitive
advantages, developing its labour activities and their business
on a cross border level.
For further information we provide the link, where you can see
or download the presentation to watch in detail the aims of our
project.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aB38ZJpzta4n6yh2h_4teP
dSrQEW8Aw4
If you are interested to collaborate or take advantage of the
facilities provided by this project, you can do it contacting us
and explaining in which measure we could help you. Whether
you are employers or employees searching for job changing on
the other side of the border, you can upload your demands
and your job offers as well as your working capacities and skills
through our Job Placement Agency:
http://www.cresem.es/index.php/es/agencia-de-colocacion
In addition to the information provided on our website, for more
information about the project, you can consult the following
link:
http://extremaduratrabaja.juntaex.es
We hope it seems interesting for you.
Cresem Foundation Team,
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